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Abstract
This paper is an attempt to provide an insightful reading to The Natural Way of 

Things, a very powerful parable of modern times by the Australian feminist author 

Charlotte Wood. This disturbing novel may recall some other works of other 

writers, notably Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale, or William Golding’s 

Lord of the Flies.

In the same line as her predecessors, Wood is denouncing an institutionalised 

misogyny, and portraying a society in which women’s rights are stripped away by 

an authoritarian and patriarchal government.

The present paper undertakes the examination of the writer‘s perception of gender 

disparity, and the strategies she deploys in denouncing the troubling issues of 

gender, the abuse of power, and the misogynistic attitudes that still persist in our 

modern society



Introduction 

Undoubtedly, The Natural Way of Things is a feminist dystopian fiction 

brilliantly tailored together with incredible confronting true stories. Influenced 

by The Handmaid’s Tale, and in a chillingly dark setting, Charlotte Wood has 

managed to transport the reader into a state of being of a terrifying experience 

of 10 young women living under an oppressive and sexist regime in a prison 

camp in outback Australia. The fable is distinguished by the unsparing ferocity 

of its moral vision, its psychological acuity and the contained, steely power of 

its prose. Consequently, the narrative is thought-provoking, ferocious, tough, 

direct and disturbing; yet, overwhelming with coherence, dreamlike and 

unexpected beauty.



Introduction 

We have often encountered heroines put through awful and 

merciless ordeals in different kinds of literature, but in Wood’s 

novel, the female characters are facing bigger trials, they are 

implicated in outrageous issues, more political, and more 

physically demanding. They are doomed to endure and fight for 

survival in a men’s world. As the Guardian writes, 

“Contemporary feminism may have found its masterpiece of 

horror.”



Reality versus Fiction  

Set up in a dusty desolate ‘no man’s land’, the novel is, on the other hand,

partly inspired by “The Hay Institution for Girls”. A remote location where a

true story took place 50 years ago about a group of girls from Parramatta Girls

Home that was reserved for the 10 worst offenders in the state in the 1960s and

70s.

In a radio documentary, Wood heard about those women who had been locked

up as teenagers, drugged, put in a train and transported to some hellhole in

Hay. Inhumanly treated, they were forced to march, look at the floor, never

talk to each other, and endure rape and other violence. The degradation of

these women is defying all sorts of human injustice. They were not seen as

victims, or equally responsible, but rather vilified, denigrated, and even hated.



Reality versus Fiction  

Deeply influenced by the events, Charlotte Wood imagined a similar setting for her 

story. Ten young women, all of them in their twenties, involved in sex scandals are 

taken to a hostile, primitive place, without their clothes or possessions; they wake 

up wearing rough uniforms, attached and locked by a leash. Their head shaved, 

they are terrified, drugged, with no memory of how they were captured or how 

they have come to be there together. They are guarded behind electric fences by 

two brutal men, Boncer and Teddy, and a young woman, Nancy, who is supposed 

to be their "nurse".  Any attempt to act or speak is prohibited by the guards. The 

men’s mission in the novel is to teach the young women what they are, not who

they are. When Verla, one of the characters, confused, asked one of the odious 

guards, Boncer, early in the narrative: 

She hears her own thick voice deep inside her ears when she says: 'I   

need to know where I am.' The man stands there, tall and narrow, 

hand  still on the doorknob, surprised. He says, almost in  sympathy, 

'Oh, sweetie. You need to know  what you   are.' (p. 18) 



Reality versus Fiction  

Not only prisoners but, they are there to be re-educated in some way, their

individuality is rubbed from them as retribution for having been victims of the

behavioural social, cultural codes that reinforce male privilege. Hence, the

women pass from disbelief and anger, through resignation, to a sort of acceptance

and attempt to make the best of their situation. Obviously, there are shades of

Margaret Atwood’s The handmaid’s tale here and also, some hints of William

Golding’s Lord of the flies, but not derivatively.

Juxtaposing fiction and reality, the novel is a true depiction of the sex scandals, and

a denunciation of the power holders over time, men in occurrence. Literally and

metaphorically humiliated, the women are treated like criminals. When Verla,

asked to get in touch with her parents, she received harsh response.

‘I need to speak to my parents.

‘For fuck’s sake, Princess. Do you see any phones? Computers? Phone towers outside?’
Disbelief rises in her. ‘—but the man steps nimbly around the table and in an instant
plants his big black boot in her stomach so hard she is slammed back against the wall. (p. 25)



Reality versus Fiction  

Strangers to each other, the only thing the girls have in common is some 

painful episodes in their past that involved them each individually in a sexual 

transgression of some sort with powerful men, either politicians, religious, or 

talented TV show personalities, but for which these men are let off while the 

women are excoriated. Yolanda the strongest of all was gang-raped by a 

football team and Verla the other fighter had an affair with a political figure, 

for two examples. We – like they – are left wondering why they are there. 

Their crime is they have dared complain about the way they have been treated. 

Now that they have become “pariahs” -persona non grata- they are 

systematically degraded, their situation is simply a descent into wildness. 

Clearly, Wood’s aim is to explore how power, the media and the judiciary fight 

back when they are attacked. It’s all about men’s fear and hatred of women. 



Reality versus Fiction  

To put it differently, it seems the writer is justifiably furious about how men

and women interact in today’s society, and how women are treated and the

whole question of power. Each male person can feel uncomfortable in reading

this novel, though he is not responsible; because of the feeling of a stunning

anger and a rage coming out from the part of the author.

We feel an intense degree of suffering, and a deep undercurrent of rage and

anger beneath the lines, which invokes a real sense of powerlessness and

useless ways of escape pervading over every word on every page of the book.

"I had no idea how much anger I had," Wood says in an interview".

Definitely, Wood is intercepting the backwardness of oppressive institutions,
perilous social mores, and other stagnations of progress that contract the scope
of any possible change.



Reality versus Fiction  

Amidst these awful displays of institutionalised misogyny as mentioned before, the
author is plainly offering a metaphor for our own everyday world. In her daring
parable, Wood is dealing with troubling issues in Australia and elsewhere.
Currently, we find daily intimate photos of girls and young women on the Internet.
Girls are ‘slut-shamed’; the raped victims are accused of bringing the violence on
themselves, because the corrosive system turns these women’s bodies against
them.

Now, it appears that females are being the target of misogynistic behaviour, some
are threatened sexually in public places and, at the outer limit; some are murdered
in the name of honour as what has happened in the last decades in several different
countries around the world; as a case in point, the Pakistani social media star
Qandeel Baloch who was killed by her brother for dishonouring her family. Or the
case of the Moroccan teen Amina Filali who committed suicide after being forced
to marry her rapist.



Constructed Logic 

These cases and many others remind us that the female sexuality and the bullying
attempt to control it were and still remain dangerously prevailing among all
cultures. The girls in the novel were blamed for something that was done to them,
because of the weird, sick mentality and the psychology of a culture that says,
'you’ve been assaulted so let's lock you up, you deserve it’. More than physical, it’s
a psychological punishment.

Hence, this has become a natural constructed logic in almost all cultures.

With such stunning prose, Wood captivates and sweeps the reader along to a state
of elevation and entrance by her narrative. As the writer Ashley Hay puts it in her
review: “This is a stunning exploration of ambiguities – of power, of morality, of
judgment”... It will not leave you easily; it took my breath away.’

Indeed, the novel is a provoking exploration into the human behaviour, with the
misogyny that lies back beneath the misleading egalitarian image, and the power of
ideologies that dominates the individuals, which is in fact, customary in all
cultures.



Constructed Logic  

Thus, in a vivid and delicate description, Wood depicts to us the nightmare 

situation of the women put at the mercy of brutal men. Her position is set as 

one of the most thoughtful, provocative and fearless truth-tellers. As a matter 

of fact, The Hay Institution for Girls was real-life 50 years ago, yet, in today’s 

civilised world, shockingly as it may seem, it is still entirely possible to see 

attitudes and ideologies that make the collective mind-sets accept  things as 

true and right in the normal of ways. That’s how people deal and justify the 

odd things that happen around us, from invading other countries to killing 

innocent peoples to bombarding foreign towns. All aiming the same target of 

maintaining power and sustaining hegemonic and exclusive male agency.



Conclusion 

Wood’s triumph and the reason why The Natural Way of Things is so disturbing 

and terrifying lay in terms of ideas. No matter how advanced and civilised our 

world is, we actually still have a long way to go. Our contemporary society is still 

denigrating women and making them feel shameful and guilty; despite they are 

victims, because they are living in a system that represses women. The blame is put 

on them when they are raped and they are forced to try to deny what was done to 

them when it comes to light. Through her story, Wood seeks to expose the violence 

and hatred that lie beneath the surface of our society. She illustrates the ways 

misogyny perpetuates itself, its historical depth and persistence, are still oscillating 

between power and patriarchy. By so doing, the novel explores an unfair toxic 

culture, and offers a reminder of the rootedness of the codes and structures that 

ensure the subjugation of women, the subservient role that society has ascribed to 

them, and the degree to which they are enslaved in the system, as its title would put 

it, the natural way of things.



Pictures of the Hay Institution as it
existed from 1961- 1974



The Hay Institution for Girls was located at Hay, in the Riverina district of rural NSW, 

Australia. Following a series of riots, it opened in early 1961 when the former Hay Gaol 

was re-established as a maximum security institution for girls, under the NSW Child 

Welfare Department. It was a prison that had been closed down for years but was re-

opened in 1961 and was eventually closed in June 1974



Hay comprised a central cellblock containing called 'cabins', each containing a  frame bed, thin 

mattress and a chain and seat attached to the wall.





It was a place of inhumane and extreme discipline for girls between the ages of 14 and 18. 

Disciplinary practices and routines were modelled on a similar institution for boys operating 

since 1945 in Tamworth, NSW. Both Hay and Tamworth institutions were built in 1880. 



The daily routine dehumanised the girls through the use of hard labor (e.g. breaking concrete, 

digging paths and gardens, scrubbing concrete floors and walls, sewing leather, and 'practices' 

which were carried out with regularity at predetermined intervals during the day. 



The maximum number of girls held at any time was 10, with 5-6 officers on duty at all times. 

Under a system outlawed in NSW in the late 19th century for adults prisoners called the 'silent 

system', or 'silent treatment', girls were not permitted to speak without signalling for permission; 

they were required to have their eyes to the floor at all times





This routine did not alter from one day to the  next - up at 6 am and return to their cells at 7 pm. 
Hourly checks were made on the girls at night, causing sleep deprivation, and they were 
required to lie in their beds facing the door. No education or schooling was provided and girls 
who resisted, or who showed any form of attitude, were locked in isolation, placed on a 
restricted diet and had their sentences extended.



Movement within the site was severely restricted and always accompanied with the locking and 

unlocking of doors. Walking was not permitted; rather, the girls were required to march 'on the 

double'.



Typically girls sent to the Hay Institution had come from poor socio-economic backgrounds, 

many were indigenous children, many had been state wards from a very young age.



Wilma Robb, a former resident of the Hay Institution for Girls has described it as a purely evil 
place. Wilma is one of 16 women who will front the Royal Commission over. 
“ it is a story the nation needs to hear” She claims.
“We experienced sexual abuse on a daily basis. There was no purpose to it except to break the 
human spirit “  she said. “Girls were held in isolation in cells and were brutally bashed if they 
made eye contact or spoke to anyone”. 
Christina Green is another resident who spent time in Parramatta Girl’s Home.
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